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ABSTRACT: This paper presents an internal classification of Tupí-Guaraní based on a Bayesian phylogenetic 
analysis of lexical data from 30 Tupí-Guaraní languages and 2 non-Tupí-Guaraní Tupian languages, Awetí and 
Mawé. A Bayesian phylogenetic analysis using a generalized binary cognate gain and loss model was carried out 
on a character table based on the binary coding of cognate sets, which were formed with attention to semantic shift. 
The classification shows greater internal structure than previous ones, but is congruent with them in several ways.1
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RESUMEN: Este artículo presenta una clasificación interna de la familia Tupí-Guaraní en base a datos léxicos 
de 30 lenguas tupí-guaraníes y 2 lenguas no tupí-guaraníes, awetí y mawé. Un análisis filogenético que utiliza 
el modelo Bayesiano de ganancia y pérdida de cognado binario generalizado  se llevó a cabo en una tabla de 
carácteres basado en la codificación binaria de los cognados  afines, que se formaron con atención al cambio 
semántico. La clasificación muestra una estructura interna mayor que las anteriores, pero que resulta congruente 
con ellas de varias maneras.
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1. Introduction 

This paper proposes a new classification of the Tupí-Guaraní (TG) language family 
based on the application of computational phylogenetic methods to lexical data from 
30 TG languages and two non-TG Tupian languages, Mawé and Awetí, which serve 
as outgroups for the phylogenetic analysis. This analysis successfully replicates many 
of the lower-order subgroups proposed in previous classifications (e.g., Rodrigues 
1984/1985), but yields a significantly more articulated tree structure that includes 
higher-order subgroups that do not emerge in any previous internal classification of the 
family (cf. Rodrigues and Cabral 2002). Phylogenetic methods have been extended to 
the study of Austronesian,2 Indo-European,3 and Pama-Nyungan (Bowern and Atkinson 
2012). However, with notable exceptions (Walker and Ribeiro 2011), these methods 
have not been applied to language families of South America.

Our results indicate that TG exhibits a relatively nested structure mainly consisting 
of daughter groups successively splitting off from ancestral ones. At the highest level this 
is manifest in a first-order split between Kamaiurá and the rest of the family, which we call 
‘Nuclear Tupí-Guaraní’. Nuclear TG consists of three subgroups: a small Eastern group 
consisting of Avá-Canoeiro, Ka’apor, and Guajá; a medium-sized Central group consisting 
of two branches, 1) Tapirapé, Parakanã, and Tocantins Asuriní, and 2) Xingú Asuriní, 
Anambé, and Araweté; and the massive Peripheral group, consisting of the remainder. 
Peripheral likewise splits into three groups — two small ones consisting of Wayampí and 
Emerillon, and Kayabí and Parintintin — and then the large Diasporic group, consisting 
of the remainder.4

1.1. The Tupí-Guaraní family: An overview

The Tupí-Guaraní family includes over forty recognized varieties, with members 
in Brazil, Argentina, Bolivia, French Guiana, Paraguay, and Peru (Figure 1).5 Despite 
its geographical extent, the TG family is generally believed to be a relatively shallow 
family, with a time depth of 2,000 to 3,000 years (Noelli 2008). Some TG varieties 
exhibit significant mutual intelligibility; others, in contrast, diverge from the typical 
TG grammatical profile, as in the case of Kokama-Kokamilla (Cabral 1995), Omagua 
(Michael 2014), Aché (Röβler 2008), and Xetá (Rodrigues 1978).

2 Gray et al. (2009), Greenhill and Gray (2005), Greenhill and Gray (2009) , Greenhill et al. (2010). 
3 Bouckaert et al. (2012), Chang et al. (2015), Forster and Toth (2003), Gray and Atkinson (2003), Nakhleh 

et al. (2005), Ringe et al. (2002), Warnow et al. (2004). 
4 The reader is referred to §5.1 for further details.
5 Shaded areas correspond to widespread languages. For language names and abbreviations, see Table 1.
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Figure 1. Earliest Known Distributions of Tupí-Guaraní Languages

The most influential classification of TG is Rodrigues (1984/1985), which is based on 
a combination of geographical criteria and postulated sound changes. This classification 
divides the family into eight subgroups, but does not propose any higher-level subgroups, 
yielding a rake-like structure for the family. Dietrich (1990), using quantitative distance 
measures on a grammatical feature dataset, argued for a more articulated structure, 
proposing two main branches, a southern and an Amazonian one.  Rodrigues and Cabral 
(2002) added languages for which new data had become available, changed the position 
of certain languages, and proposed a subgroup corresponding roughly to Dietrich’s 
Amazonian branch.6

2. Dataset

The classification presented in this paper is based on the study of lexical evolution in 
Tupí-Guaraní languages. As is standard in studies of this type, the empirical basis of this 
classification is a comparative lexical database. Data collection for this lexical database 
relied on harvesting words in the target Tupí-Guaraní languages corresponding to 543 
meanings, including numerals, body parts, plants, animals, kinship terms, natural features 
and phenomena, material culture items, and culturally and areally appropriate adjectives 
and verbs. These selected meanings were glossed in English, Spanish, Portuguese, and 
French to facilitate data collection from the wide variety of sources available to us. To 
increase the likelihood of finding cognates, near synonyms were also harvested from 
lexical sources.

6 Other historical works on TG include Jensen (1989, 1998, 1999), Mello (2000, 2002), Rodrigues and 
Dietrich (1997), and Schleicher (1998).
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As we discuss below, once the initial phase of cognate set construction was 
completed, we were able to search for cognates on the basis of their predicted forms in 
particular languages, using sound correspondences evident in the data. This latter search 
process effectively freed us from dependence on the meanings in the comparative list. 
Note that our original set of meanings was expanded from 500 to 543 meanings to include 
what emerged to be common meanings in cognate sets that were outside of our initial set 
of meanings (see §3).

Lexical data was collected from 30 Tupí-Guaraní languages spanning all eight 
conventionally recognized subgroups, as well as from two non-TG Tupian languages, 
Awetí and Mawé, which serve as outgroups for the phylogenetic analysis.  The 30 TG 
languages that were selected include all languages for which we had access to non-
trivial quantities of lexical data. Table 1 lists these languages, our abbreviations, and the 
lexical coverage for each language, that is, the percentage of meanings for which we 
found lexical items. 

Table 1.Languages Included in the Dataset

Language Abbr. % Language Abbr. %

Aché ach 85% Ñandeva ñan 20%

Anambé anb 31% Omagua omg 89%
Araweté arw 55% Parakanã park 75%

Avá-Canoeiro ava 51% Paraguayan Guaraní PG 94%
Awetí awe 76% Parintintin part 85%

Chiriguano chir 80% Pauserna paus 58%
Emerillon eme 77% Siriono sir 82%

Guajá guaj 45% Tapiete tapt 54%
Guarayu gyu 86% Tapirapé tapr 69%
Ka’apor kaa 83% Tembé tmb 98%
Kaiowá kai 39% Tocantins Asuriní toc 83%

Kamaiurá kam 75% Tupinambá tpn 94%

Kayabí kay 59% Wayampí way 89%

Kokama kok 89% Xetá xet 33%
Mawé maw 80% Xingú Asuriní xing 50%
Mbyá mby 83% Yuki yuk 80%

The lexical coverage in our dataset ranges from 20% (Ñandeva) to 98% (Tembé), 
with a mean of 71%. It should be noted that some researchers exclude low-coverage 
languages, using some arbitrary percentage, e.g. 50%, as a cutoff (Bowern and Atkinson 
2012). However, in the biological phylogenetic literature, simulations and empirical 
studies have shown that, while organisms with a lot of missing data (corresponding 
to low-coverage languages), such as fossils, can sometimes cause the resulting 
phylogenetic trees to be poorly resolved, such organisms can often be accurately placed 
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on phylogenetic trees, and can even increase tree resolution (Wiens 2003; Wiens and 
Morrill 2011). For this reason, we did not exclude any language based solely on its 
coverage percentage.7

We close the description of our dataset with a discussion of our choice of outgroup 
languages, and why it is necessary to include outgroup languages in the first place. We 
begin by noting that actual evolutionary trees are intrinsically ‘rooted’, in the sense that 
the direction in which time flows along branches of the trees is fixed by the position of 
each branch relative to the root node. Some methods for producing evolutionary trees 
automatically yield rooted trees, e.g., the Comparative Method, where rooting is achieved by 
a process of reconstruction, which identifies the ancestral state for each character, that is, the 
proto-sound or proto-form (Crowley and Bowern 2010). However, certain combinations of 
data types and methods, such as lexical data analyzed with phylogenetic algorithms, do not 
involve direct identification of ancestral states. Moreover, phylogenetic algorithms generally 
operate on unrooted trees to increase their speed. For both reasons, phylogenetic algorithms 
require an a posteriori rooting procedure that identifies the position of the root.

The most common technique is the outgroup method, which relies on a priori 
knowledge of an ‘outgroup’ language, that is, a language that is known to be closely related 
but not belonging to the group of languages under study (the ‘ingroup’). In applying the 
outgroup method, the outgroup language is included in the phylogenetic analysis and then 
the inferred trees are rooted where the outgroup joins the rest of the tree, since that is the 
point, ex hypothesi, at which the ingroup split from the outgroup. Ideally, multiple outgroup 
languages are incorporated into the analysis, including the most closely related outgroup 
language, and the most distantly related outgroup language is used for rooting. 

We are fortunate that there is a consensus in Tupian comparative linguistics regarding 
the non-TG languages most closely related to the TG family. In particular, Awetí is believed 
to be the sister language to all TG languages, and Mawé is believed to be the sister to the 
Awetí-Tupí-Guaraní clade (Corrêa Da Silva 2007, 2010; Drude 2006, 2011; Kamaiurá 2012; 
Rodrigues and Dietrich 1997), making these two languages ideal outgroup languages. We 
included both in our dataset and we rooted the trees with Mawé.

3. Cognate sets and character coding

Phylogenetic analyses are based on the comparison of homologous features, that is, 
features that are descended from a feature found in a common ancestor. Given the fact 
that our comparative data is lexical in nature, and inspired by the goal of modeling lexical 
evolution as closely as possible on the Comparative Method, we chose cognate sets as 
the basis of the homologous features used in the analysis. In particular, we selected our 
characters to be the presence or absence of a form belonging to a particular cognate set in 
a particular language. Whether a language exhibits, or fails to exhibit, a reflex of a given 
proto-form is a heritable feature that is largely independent of other characters in this 
scheme, making it a good character for phylogenetic purposes. 

7 It is worth noting, in response to a reviewer’s comment expressing concern over the effect of low-coverage 
languages, that we did test the effect of removing low-coverage languages such as Ñandeva, Xetá, and Anambé 
from the analysis. We found that these exclusions tended to increase the posterior probabilities of certain nodes (i.e., 
increased support for certain subgroups) by mostly modest quantities, but did not affect the tree topology.
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This character coding strategy requires that we code whether a language exhibits a form 
belonging to each cognate set extracted from the data. It will be readily appreciated that a 
challenge in implementing this coding is knowing whether a language in fact lacks a form 
belonging to a given cognate set or whether such a form is simply missing from the lexical 
resources available on that language, and thus present, but unlocatable. Below we discuss 
how we sought to be confident that a language lacked a form belonging to a particular cognate 
set, though it was, of course, impossible to be entirely certain regarding these absences.

After the initial phase of data collection, we constructed cognate sets which, 
crucially, included forms that exhibited semantic shift. Forms which have undergone 
semantic shift still remain cognate, of course, and identifying these items is crucial for 
replacing bogus absences in the character table with presences. Each cognate set was 
labeled with its ‘central’ meaning,8 and two additional data collection processes were 
carried out to find cognates that we might have missed in our original data collection, to 
which we now turn.

First, in cases where we had not yet found a form belonging to a particular cognate 
set in a particular language, we used sound correspondences inferred from the dataset, or 
already identified in published sources (e.g., Soares and Leite 1991), to predict expected 
forms for the potentially present cognate, and searched for those predicted forms. This 
technique was particularly effective in finding missing cognates in languages with 
relatively extensive lexical resources (e.g., Tupinambá).

Second, we engaged in another round of data collection to systematically harvest 
data corresponding to central meanings that were not in our original set of meanings, but 
which emerged from the process of cognate set construction. In general, these additional 
central meanings were ones that were deducible from sets partially populated by forms 
with meanings that were included in the original set of meanings, but which had, it could 
be inferred, shifted from a meaning that was not included in the original set of meanings. 
When it was possible to infer what these “missing” central meanings were, we added these 
meanings to the comparative list and searched systematically for these meanings, thereby 
filling out the partially populated cognate sets in question.

For example, we found forms cognate to the root aʔaŋ in several languages, but 
with a variety of disparate meanings, including ‘sing’ in Tapiete and Kayabí, and ‘draw’ 
in Guarayu and Tembé. Similarly, nominalized forms of the same root meaning ‘spirit’ 
were attested in Tupinambá and Paraguayan Guaraní. On the basis of these meanings, we 
deduced that the central meaning for the cognate set approximated ‘imitate’, and thus we 
selected ‘imitate’ as a new meaning to include in the comparative list. Upon searching 
for this new meaning, we found cognates that we had previously overlooked in most 
languages. We added 43 central meanings to our comparative list by this process.

Both of the above procedures identified additional cognates that definitively replaced 
possible absences in the character matrix. The remaining possible absences were either 
coded as true absences, if particular criteria were met, or as ‘unknown’, if these criteria 
were not met. Note that the phylogenetic algorithm treats unknowns as either present or 

8 The ‘central’ meaning of a cognate set is the meaning from which all other meanings found in the cognate 
set could be most easily and plausibly derived. The ‘central’ meaning is not necessarily the most common 
meaning, nor does it necessarily constitute a claim regarding the root’s proto-meaning.
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absent, effectively removing them as a factor in distinguishing between possible trees. The 
criteria in question are intended to distinguish true absences from mere empirical gaps 
in the resources, and include: 1) that a form corresponding to the central meaning of the 
cognate set is in fact attested for a different cognate set for the language in question;9 2) no 
cognate was found when searching for the central meaning or near-synonymous meanings; 
3) there was no compound or otherwise complex word in our dataset that incorporated the 
cognate for that particular language (see below); and 4) in the cases of well documented 
languages, no cognate was found when searching based on the expected form. If any of 
these criteria was not met, the possible absence was instead coded as ‘unknown’.

Other aspects of the character coding that require comment are our treatment of 
compounds and morphologically complex forms, and our treatment of loans. During 
the construction of cognate sets, we encountered a large number of compounds and 
morphologically complex words, which we will henceforth refer to as ‘compounds’, since we 
treated them in the same way. Compounds raise two issues with respect to character coding: 
attestation of roots and compounding itself as a phylogenetic character. With respect to the 
first issue, it is clear that a compound may serve as an attestation of a root that participates 
in a given cognate set. If a compound did so, the relevant cognate was coded as present.10

Second, compounds themselves can be homologous features, as seen by considering 
‘star’, which is typically a compound of the words ‘moon’ and ‘fire’ in TG languages. This 
rather unusual compound is unlikely, we suggest, to have been independently innovated 
more than once, and as such, the compound itself was inherited into daughter languages 
from the proto-language in which it was innovated. We call instances of compounding or 
derivation that plausibly occurred once in the past and were then inherited as a unit in the 
daughter languages ‘genetic compounds’ and treat them as characters. Compounds that do 
not meet this criterion are called ‘potentially independent’ and not treated as characters. 
Note that we only consider a compound a member of a compound cognate set if: 1) all 
its subconstituents are cognate with the subconstituents in the other members of the 
compound cognate set; and 2) are in the same linear order.

We consider compounds to be genetic if any of the following criteria are met: 1) the 
meaning of the compound is unpredictable (see above); 2) the meaning of the compound is 
predictable, but the reflexes of the compound show evidence of phonological erosion (e.g., 
wɨrapar ‘bow’, instead of the uneroded ɨwɨrapar); 3) the meanings of the compound’s 
constituents cannot be identified and the compound is widely distributed in many languages 
of our dataset; and 4) it is a singleton, i.e., found in only one language.

Turning to loans, we note that we were able to identify loans from other language 
families (e.g., Quechuan and Romance) into Tupí-Guaraní, as well as some from Tupí-
Guaraní languages into Mawé. Loans were coded as ‘singleton’ (apomorphic) characters, i.e., 
characters that were coded as present only for one language. For example, Ka’apor, Tapiete, 

9 This criterion is intended to identify probable gaps in lexical resources, and thereby avoid incorrectly 
counting such gaps as actual cognate absences in the language in question. Clearly, if no form is found that 
corresponds to a given meaning, it is entirely possible that the lexical resources are simply missing this meaning, 
so that it would be rash to count any gaps in cognate sets with this central meaning as true absences.

10 For example, a language may not exhibit a reflex of the root peʔir ‘sweep’ as a productive verb root, 
but may exhibit a word for ‘broom’ that was derived from peʔir; under such circumstances the derived word was 
taken as evidence for the presence of the root peʔir in the language.
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Omagua, and Kokama have all borrowed the word for ‘mother’ from Spanish or Portuguese. 
As all these borrowings represent independent events, there are four different apomorphic 
characters in the semantic group ‘mother’, one for each language. Although apomorphic 
characters are uninformative in parsimony analyses, in a likelihood and Bayesian framework, 
apomorphic characters are informative for the estimation of evolutionary rates and branch 
lengths and should not be excluded. We ultimately constructed a total of 4,205 cognate sets, 
of which 1,113 were parsimony-informative and 2,989 were singleton cognate sets.

4. Phylogenetic analysis

Our proposed classification of Tupí-Guaraní is based on Bayesian phylogenetic 
methods, originally developed to infer evolutionary trees for biological organisms and 
implemented in MrBayes3.2 (Huelsenbeck and Ronquist 2001; Ronquist and Huelsenbeck 
2003). In order to understand the utility of these methods, it is important to realize that they 
differ fundamentally from distance-based methods, such as lexicostatistics, in two important 
ways. First, unlike distance-based methods, they do not seek to measure overall similarity 
between languages by collapsing the entirety of the comparative dataset into pairwise 
distances between languages, but instead seek to account for the distribution of individual 
character states across the dataset. In particular, phylogenetic methods evaluate a massive 
number of possible trees, and the evolution of characters on those trees, against the attested 
distribution of character values, using an optimization criterion (e.g., parsimony, which 
prefers trees with a smaller number of independent innovations of a character) to identify 
the best trees. With respect to the lexical data we examine in this paper, the phylogenetic 
algorithm searches the mathematical space of possible trees and looks for the tree, and the 
associated processes of cognate gain and loss (i.e., character evolution), that best explains 
the distribution of all the cognate sets we have developed, according to the optimization 
criteria of the model we employ (see below). As a result, like the Comparative Method, our 
phylogenetic analysis is capable of differentiating between shared innovations and shared 
retentions, and only takes the former into account for subgrouping. A partial list of the 
shared lexical innovations defining particular subgroups is given in Appendix A.

In order to understand how Bayesian phylogenetic inference is implemented, it is 
helpful to observe that these methods are a special case of the more general Bayesian 
approach to model evaluation, which seeks to answer the question: what is the probability 
that a particular model of a given phenomenon is correct, given the data relating to that 
phenomenon? In our case, this amounts to the question: what is the probability that a given 
TG tree is correct, given the cognate sets we have constructed? As such, the outcome of 
Bayesian model evaluation is a ‘posterior probability’, a value for the probability that the 
model is correct, after the data have been taken into account.11 This posterior probability, 
P(model|data), is calculated using Bayes theorem, given in (1).

11 In phylogenetic inference, the model includes a variety of parameters: the tree topology, the branch 
lengths, the transition rate matrix, the stationary probabilities, rate variation among sites parameters, etc. All these 
parameters at the end of the analysis have an associated ‘posterior probability distribution’, i.e., a distribution 
which shows the posterior probability over a range of values.
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                                                                          P(model)
(1) P(model│data)   =   P(data|model)             
                                                                          

P(data)

We now explain each expression to the right of the equality. P(data|model) is the 
likelihood of the data under the model, or simply ‘likelihood’, and corresponds to the 
probability that the observed data (the character matrix derived from the cognate sets) 
would be produced by the hypothesized model (the tree and its associated parameters). 
The prior probability of the model, P(model), consists of the various preliminary estimates 
for the model parameters, or ‘prior distributions’, with which we furnish the analysis (see 
below). Finally, the denominator of the formula, P(data), is the probability of the data 
integrated over all possible parameter values, and is, in fact, impossible to calculate exactly 
for a phylogenetic analysis. The posterior distribution can, however, be approximated to 
an arbitrary degree of accuracy using a number of stochastic methods, with the standard 
in phylogenetic analysis being the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, a Markov Chain Monte 
Carlo (MCMC) method.

4.1. Evolutionary model and prior distributions

Since Bayesian phylogenetic inference is a model-based method, it requires both a 
specification of a model of evolution for the characters used in the analysis, and a choice 
of prior distributions (or simply ‘priors’) for all the parameters of the model. The most 
commonly used models for lexical evolution in linguistics are the generalized binary 
model12 and the stochastic Dollo model (Alekseyenko et al. 2008).13 Both models simulate 
the evolution of binary characters, and both are thus suitable for modeling characters based 
on the presence or absence of particular cognates. The main difference between the two 
models is that the Dollo model presupposes that each cognate originates only once on a tree, 
while the generalized binary model allows cognates to originate more than once. 

For our analysis, we adopt a generalized binary model, since the Dollo model’s single 
origin assumption is far too strong to be a realistic model for our data. For the Dollo model 
to be valid for our data, it would be necessary to identify and remove all intra-family loans, 
identify and remove all inter-family loans that occur more than once in the family, and 
correctly identify all reflexes of a given protoform. The generalized binary model, on the other 
hand, does not impose a unique origin of each cognate set, which accommodates potential 
borrowings, as well as instances in which inadequate language documentation leads us to 
mistakenly code a cognate as absent, in the sense that false absences like this may result in an 
analysis that posits two independent cognate set gain events. The generalized binary model 
also permits different rates of change between the two states represented in the character 
matrix, i.e., different rates of cognate gain and loss, which is very important for modeling 
cognate evolution, since independent gains of the same cognate are expected to be very rare,14 
while independent losses of a certain cognate are comparatively common.

12 In MrBayes, the phylogenetic software used here, this type of model is called a ‘restriction site model’.
13 The latter is implemented in BEAST (Drummond and Rambaut 2007; Drummond et al. 2012), a 

phylogenetic application that has been used in several phylogenetic linguistic studies.
14 In practice, independent gains would be instances of borrowing or mistaken cognacy decisions.
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Priors represent our expectations for the values of each parameter before we 
look at any of the data, and can be based on intuitions and prior analyses (but of 
different datasets, so as to avoid circularity). In cases where prior information or strong 
expectations are lacking, one can use uninformative or ‘flat’ priors that place more or 
less the same probability across many different values for each parameter. Bayesian 
inference allows the data to override (or “swamp”) the prior if there is overwhelming 
evidence in a different direction.

The binary model has only one free parameter, the stationary probabilities of the 
states, which are proportional to the rates of gain and loss of cognates.15 We selected a flat 
Dirichlet prior for the stationary probabilities, which gives equal probability to all possible 
ratios of cognate gain and loss. This prior is uninformative regarding the relative rates of 
cognate gain and loss, so that any asymmetry that emerges in these rates is generated by 
the data.

Since our dataset exhibits domains with different cognate gain and loss rates, 
we compared a model including gamma-distributed rate variation across cognate sets, 
which allows for variability in the rates of evolution across different cognate sets, to 
a model without rate heterogeneity, using Bayes factors. To estimate the Bayes factors 
we used the AICM procedure, as implemented in Tracer v1.6 (Baele et al. 2012). For 
the shape parameter of the gamma distribution we used a uniform prior in the interval 
(0, 200).

4.2. MCMC and summary of results

MrBayes uses the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, a Markov Chain Monte Carlo 
(MCMC) method, to evaluate and optimize the model parameters, including tree 
topologies and branch lengths. This method aims to explore a ‘tree space’ whose points 
consist of combinations of topologies, branch lengths, and parameter values, seeking out 
regions of high posterior probability. It does so using a set of MCMC ‘chains’, which are 
quasi-random walks through the tree space that are constructed by starting at a given point 
in the tree space, and then moving to random nearby points in successive iterations, called 
‘generations’. The chain is sampled at regular intervals, and the likelihood — as well 
as the combination of topology, branch lengths, and parameter values — is recorded. If 
the sampled posterior probability is higher than the previously sampled one, the iteration 
process “accepts” the new point and the chain continues from there. If it is lower, the chain 
may accept the new point, with a probability equal to the ratio of posterior probabilities 
at the lower and higher probability points. If the new point is rejected, then the chain 
“backtracks” to the previous point and is iterated from there. This behavior ensures 
that different regions in the tree space are represented in proportion to their posterior 
probability, with high posterior probability regions represented with greater frequency 
than low posterior probability ones. 

15 The stationary probabilities are the proportion of each state in a number of cognate sets when they have 
evolved for an infinite amount of time.
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For a Bayesian analysis to be trustworthy, the MCMC needs to run long enough for 
the posterior probability distribution to be adequately approximated with the collected 
samples. We infer that MCMC has run long enough when the chains have reached 
‘stationarity’ (i.e., they mostly remain in one region of tree space), and when independent 
chains have ‘converged’ (i.e., they are all sampling from the same distribution). Because 
chains start at arbitrary points, the initial portion of the chain trajectory and the associated 
samples are not representative of the posterior probability distribution and are discarded 
as ‘burn-in’.

The usual way to summarize the results of an MCMC run is to integrate the posterior 
probability of every parameter over all the possible values of the other parameters. For 
parameters with numerical values, we calculate estimated values and 95% credibility 
intervals. For tree topologies, a common summary is the construction of a majority-rule 
consensus tree from the sample, that is, integrating how often a subgroup is found in the 
sampled trees. 

All analyses were performed with MrBayes3.2 at the California Academy of Sciences 
CCG PhyloCluster. For every analysis, we ran two independent chains of 10,000,000 
generations each, logging results every 1,000 generations; we ran six ‘hot’ chains (three for 
every ‘cold’ one) with swaps being proposed every 50 generations.16 We used a conservative 
25% burn-in for MCMC diagnostics and our results. Stationarity and convergence for all 
parameters were verified using Tracer (Rambaut and Drummond 2007), while topology 
convergence was assessed with the average standard deviation of split frequencies, which in 
all cases fell below 0.01. Majority-rule consensus trees of the posterior sample were made 
with MrBayes3.2 and annotated with FigTree.17 All characters were reconstructed using 
maximum likelihood and the estimated model parameters of cognate gain and loss on the 
majority-rule consensus tree with Mesquite (Maddison and Maddison 2007).

5. Results and discussion

The majority-rule consensus tree resulting from our analysis is presented in Figure 
2, with the posterior probabilities given for each node. Bayes factors (BF) comparison 
between runs with and without gamma-distributed rate variation across cognate sets 
yielded decisive support for the inclusion of rate heterogeneity (AICM difference 1,316 
in favor of gamma-distributed rates) (Kass and Raftery 1995). The asymmetry between 
cognate loss and gain is 31:1, which suggests Dollo-like behavior and a low level of 
borrowing within the family. Appendix A lists some cognate gains and losses reconstructed 
at some of the well supported nodes.

16 This is an additional technique to avoid being trapped in local maxima. In this approach, parallel to 
the sampling chain (= cold chain), the algorithm runs a number of exploratory hot chains, which have a higher 
probability to move into regions of low posterior probability, thus traversing the tree space more easily. At 
regular intervals the states of the chains are compared and if a hot chain is at a region of higher posterior 
probability than the cold chain, then the hot chain in question becomes the cold chain.

17 See: http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/figtree/.
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Figure 2. Majority-rule Consensus Tree with Shading from Rodrigues and Cabral (2002)

5.1. Proposed classification of Tupí-Guaraní

The classification of Tupí-Guaraní that emerges from our analysis is shown in Figure 
3, which is labeled with proposed names for the well supported subgroups. Here we 
show only the nodes with posterior probabilities ≥ 0.80, which means that the subgroups 
dominated by these nodes are supported by a minimum of 80% of the trees sampled by 
the algorithm, a cutoff we consider conservative. Nodes with lower posterior probabilities 
are not considered to delimit well supported subgroups, and the languages below such 
nodes are merged as ‘polytomies’ — i.e., unarticulated sets of languages — into the next 
higher well supported node. Before discussing the structure of this classification, it is 
worth noting that TG itself is recovered as a well supported subgroup (p = 1), confirming 
that it is a subgroup of Tupian.

Figure 3. Proposed Classification of Tupí-Guaraní
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Nuclear Tupí-Guaraní and Kamaiurá. The phylogenetic analysis indicates that the 
highest level structure of TG family involves a two-way split, in which Kamaiurá emerges 
as the sister language to all other Tupí-Guaraní languages, which together comprise a 
single well supported subgroup (p = 0.99) that we call ‘Nuclear Tupí-Guaraní’. This result 
is strikingly different from previous classifications, although it is somewhat reminiscent 
of Rodrigues’ (1984/1985) classification of Kamaiurá as being the sole member of Group 
VII, an indication that it lacks close relatives. Both Lemle (1971) and Rodrigues and 
Cabral (2002), however, classify Kamaiurá as a member of larger subgroups.

The position of Kamaiurá in this analysis naturally raises suspicions that this result 
may have been influenced by loans into Kamaiurá from Awetí, which is in contact with 
Kamaiurá (Drude 2011), and serves as the immediate outgroup language for TG as a whole. 
Were there a sufficient number of Awetí loans in Kamaiurá, the phylogenetic analysis could 
be misled to consider Kamaiurá ‘less TG-like’ than the other TG languages, which could 
produce the resulting top-level split between Kamaiurá and Nuclear TG.

However, inspection of the cognate sets that can be reconstructed at the Nuclear TG 
node showed a large number of cognate gains (at least 13) and a relatively small number 
of cognate losses (3). If indeed the position of Kamaiurá was the effect of borrowing, we 
would expect many more cognate losses reconstructed at the Nuclear TG node (since 
the “loss” of the loans would be optimized at the Nuclear TG node) and correspondingly 
few cognate gains. More Kamaiurá data, and especially verification that these apparently 
missing Nuclear TG cognates are indeed absent, would strengthen our hypothesis and rule 
out the possibility that this pattern is driven by borrowing. Nevertheless, the top-level split 
between Kamaiurá and Nuclear TG is well supported by the current dataset.

Structure of nuclear TG. The analysis then indicates that Nuclear TG splits into three 
subgroups: the medium-sized Central (p = 0.81) subgroup, the small Eastern (p = 0.97) 
subgroup, and the large Peripheral subgroup (p = 0.88). 

The Central subgroup includes the entirety of Rodrigues’ (1984/1985) Group V 
plus a subset of Group VI, with most of the languages located in the Xingú-Tocantins 
interfluvium. Curiously, almost all the changes reconstructed for the Central subgroup 
are cognate losses. Central exhibits two major subgroups: one consisting of Tapirapé, 
Tocantins Asuriní, and Parakanã (p = 0.99); and another consisting of Xingú Asuriní, 
Araweté, and Anambé. The Eastern subgroup consists of Avá-Canoeiro, Ka’apor and 
Guajá, which were historically found in the Tocantins basin (Balée 1994).

Structure of peripheral. The Peripheral subgroup exhibits three well supported 
subgroups: one consisting of Wayampí and Emerillon (p = 1); another consisting of 
Kayabí and Parintintin (p = 0.98); and Diasporic (p = 0.94), which includes the remaining 
languages. Within Diasporic, Tembé is the sister to the remaining languages, which 
constitute a well supported subgroup (p = 0.83), which itself splits into two groups, one 
consisting of Tupinambá, Omagua, and Kokama (p = 0.97), and another that we call 
Southern (p = 0.98). Tembé is the only Diasporic language located close to the main 
concentration of Tupí-Guaraní languages near the mouth of the Amazon, with all other 
Diasporic languages located at the edges of the Amazon basin, or outside it. The Diasporic 
subgroup is supported by at least 9 cognate gains (see Appendix A).
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Southern subgroup. The Southern subgroup exhibits a three-way split into the Siriono-
Yuki subgroup (p = 1), the Guarayu-Pauserna subgroup (p = 0.95), and the large Guaranian 
subgroup (p = 0.92). This trichotomy may be resolvable with additional, or different 
kinds of data, or it may be an indication of rapid differentiation of Proto-Southern in 
these three branches. The Siriono-Yuki and the Guarayu-Pauserna subgroups are located 
in the vicinity of the headwaters of the Madeira River, while the Guaranian subgroup 
is spread across the Paraná basin. The Southern subgroup is one of the better supported 
subgroups in our analysis, with 7 cognate gains and 11 cognate losses reconstructed at 
this level. 

Guaranian subgroup. The Guaranian languages form a well supported subgroup, but 
its internal structure is not well resolved. This is not entirely surprising, since several of 
the varieties comprising the group exhibit significant mutual intelligibility. Two notable 
languages within Guaranian are Aché and Xetá. Both exhibit grammatical features which 
diverge significantly from the typical TG profile, and have been thought to have been 
significantly affected by language contact (Rodrigues 1978; Röβler 2008). Both Aché and 
Xetá show instability in terms of where they attach on the tree and are at the tips of some 
of the longest branches, which indicates significant lexical change, and show that there is 
a correlation between the amount of grammatical and lexical change in these languages. 
The Guaranian subgroup is supported by 6 cognate gains and 4 losses. 

5.2. Comparison with previous classifications

In this section we compare our classification with the major previous classifications 
of the family, including Lemle (1971), Rodrigues (1984/1985), Rodrigues and Cabral 
(2002), Mello’s (2002) revision of Rodrigues (1984/1985), and Walker et al.’s (2012) 
distance-based computational classification of the family. We find that the phylogenetic 
classification presented in this paper recovers many subgroups identified in previous 
classifications, and suggest that the divergences in higher-level structure may be in part 
explicable as differences emerging from the use of distance-based versus innovation-
based subgrouping criteria. 

Before moving to the comparisons, we introduce two terms originating in 
evolutionary biology that are useful for comparing evolutionary trees: ‘monophyletic’ 
and ‘paraphyletic’ groups. Monophyletic groups of languages are ones which contain all 
the (attested) descendants of a common ancestor and only descendants of that common 
ancestor;18 monophyletic groups are thus identical to ‘subgroups’ in standard historical 
linguistic terminology. Critically, monophyletic groups are defined on the basis of shared 
innovations. Paraphyletic groups, or paraphyletic grades, are groups that contain only a 
subset of (attested) descendants of a common ancestor.19 Paraphyletic groups are usually 
defined by shared retentions. 

18 For example, Germanic is monophyletic, since it contains all the attested daughters, and only the attested 
daughters, of proto-Germanic.

19 For example, in standard reconstructions of Proto-Indo-European, Celtic and Italic together constitute a 
paraphyletic group, since there is no ancestral language of which they are the only descendants. 
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We begin with Lemle (1971), whose classification of Tupí-Guaraní was based on 
the identification of several sound changes and the reconstruction of 220 words for 10 TG 
languages. Our analysis coincides with Lemle’s in recovering the higher-order subgroup 
that includes the Southern and the Tupinambá subgroups, but we fail to recover Lemle’s 
other subgroups. 

We next turn to Rodrigues and Cabral (2002), which updates Rodrigues 
(1984/1985), and in many respects represents the state of the art of the traditional 
classifications of the family.  It is therefore encouraging that our analysis exhibits 
considerable agreement with respect to the lower-level groups, recovering five of the 
eight groups proposed by Rodrigues (1984/1985) and Rodrigues and Cabral (2002) 
(see Figure 2): Groups I, III, V, VI, and VII. Groups IV and VIII, however, are not 
recovered in our analysis in any coherent form, and Group II emerges as paraphyletic 
in our analysis. The way in which the traditional subgroups map onto our phylogenetic 
classification can be seen in Figure 2, where we have colored the languages belonging 
to each subgroup as follows:  Group I in dark blue, Group II in orange, Group III in 
dark green, Group IV in purple, Group V in olive green, Group VI in light blue, Group 
VII in brown, and Group VIII in red.

Although there is considerable overlap in the lower-level groups between our and 
Rodrigues and Cabral’s (2002) classifications, there is considerable divergence in the 
higher-level structure posited by the two proposals. This can be appreciated in Figure 
4, which compares how the three first-order subgroups proposed by Rodrigues and 
Cabral (2002), color-coded red, green, and blue, map onto our classification. As we see 
in that figure, only one of their first-order subgroups, Group I — which corresponds to 
our Guaranian subgroup — is recovered as monophyletic in our analysis. Rodrigues 
and Cabral’s (2002) two other first-order subgroups emerge in our analysis not as 
monophyletic groups, but as successive paraphyletic grades at the base of the Guaranian 
subgroup. Note also that although Group I emerges as monophyletic in our analysis, it 
is very deeply embedded in the tree, and not a first-order group, as in Rodrigues and 
Cabral (2002).

It is worth noting that incorrect inference of paraphyletic grades as monophyletic 
groups is a known weakness of distance-based methods (i.e., methods that group languages 
based on overall similarity), whether they are being used informally (e.g., through human 
“eyeballing”), or as computationally implemented algorithms. This weakness stems from 
the fact that, as discussed in §4, distance-based methods include shared retentions as 
the basis for subgrouping. The differences in higher-level structure between Rodrigues 
and Cabral’s (2002) classification and the one presented in this paper may thus result 
from the difference between subgrouping criteria: overall similarity in Rodrigues and 
Cabral’s case, and innovations in ours. In fact, Rodrigues and Cabral’s discussion of their 
classification makes it clear that they employed both shared innovations and retentions of 
phonological and morphological characters, suggesting that a possible fruitful direction 
for future research would be to take the phonological and morphological characters used 
by Rodrigues and Cabral (2002) and re-evaluate and re-optimize them on a tree. This 
may show that the evidence from these characters does not in fact contradict the lexical 
characters that we used in our analysis. 
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Figure 4. Comparison of higher structure in Rodrigues and Cabral’s (2002) (left) and 
our classification (right) of Tupí-Guaraní.

Mello (2002) reorganized Rodrigues’ (1984/1985) eight subgroups into nine, splitting 
some and changing the subgroup membership of languages such as Kamaiurá, Parintintin, 
Guajá, and Xingú Asuriní. None of these changes are supported in our analysis.

Finally, we turn to Walker et al. (2012), who present a Neighbor-Joining tree of the 
entire Tupian stock based on a 40-item wordlist. Tupí-Guaraní is recovered as monophyletic 
in their analysis, but the internal structure of the family is strikingly different from both the 
results presented in this paper and previous classifications, with the exception of some of the 
low-level subgroups that all classifications have in common. Given the extremely small size 
of their dataset (less than a tenth the size of the one employed in this study), and the use of 
unreliable distance-based methods, the stark divergence of their results from both traditional 
classifications and our own phylogenetic one is not entirely surprising.

6. Conclusion

This study represents one of the largest efforts to date to clarify the relationships of Tupí-
Guaraní languages both in terms of the number of languages included, as well as the dataset 
used. It also represents the first attempt to apply character-based phylogenetic methods to 
the study of Tupí-Guaraní. Based on a dataset of 543 lexical meanings, we propose a new 
internal classification of Tupí-Guaraní, which, although broadly compatible at lower-level 
subgroups with previous classifications, differs significantly in the higher-level topology. 
One of the most important differences of our results is that the widely recognized Southern 
subgroup is not a first-order subgroup as in previous classifications, but a deeply nested 
group. Also, other previously suggested higher-level groups are paraphyletic grades in our 
analysis. The position of the highly dispersed languages, deeply nested within the Tupí-
Guaraní phylogeny, suggests an Amazonian origin for the Tupí-Guaraní languages.
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A. Ancestral state reconstructions

Below are the cognate sets that are reconstructed as lost or gained for selected nodes 
on the majority-rule consensus tree of our analysis.20 The list is not exhaustive for each 
node, but it includes all cognates that can be reconstructed as lost or gained on that node 
with high likelihood (> 90%). Also, note that an inferred gain can be reversed in some of 
the daughter languages due to cognate loss, while an inferred loss may have also happened 
independently in more than one subgroup. The forms in the tables below come from 
different languages and are given as examples of a given cognate set; their orthographic 
representations have been standardized to the IPA.

Table 2. Ancestral State Reconstructions: Guaranian Subgroup.

Cognate Set Rec. Example Cognate Set Rec. Example

tapir1 gain mboreβi (PG) chief8 loss morerekwar (tpn)
anteater6 gain kagware (mby) dark2 loss pihun (tmb)

dry2 gain ɨpi (PG) dry6 loss tuβɨr (tpn)
open1 gain ojei (PG) clean2 loss kɨtiŋok (tpn)

deceive1 gain japu (PG)

Table 3. Ancestral State Reconstructions: Southern Subgroup.

Cognate Set Rec. Example Cognate Set Rec. Example
pineapple3 gain karagwata (PG) deer1 loss ɨtɨː (maw)

bat1 gain mbopi (PG) yellow5 loss tawa (tpn)
digging stick1 gain sɨpe (PG) weak6 loss membek (tpn)

follow1 gain moɲa (PG) far5 loss amõ (tpn)
embrace3 gain kwãwa (chi) stop6 loss pɨk (tpn)

howler monkey1 gain karaja (PG) throw4 loss ejtɨk (tpn)
gourd3 loss kuj (tpn) light(v)3 loss mondɨk (tpn)
lard4 loss kaβ (tpn) finish6 loss sɨk (tpn)

howler monkey4 loss akɨkɨ (tpn)

Table 4. Ancestral State Reconstructions: Diasporic Subgroup.

Cognate Set Rec. Example Cognate Set Rec. Example

flute1 gain mimbɨ (tpn) pass2 gain pwan (tpn)
bent, twisted3 gain βaŋ (tpn) be stinky1 gain timbor (tpn)

far1 gain mombɨrɨ (PG) touch3 gain atõj (tpn)

20 The cognate set names (e.g., dry6) are labels of convenience for cognate sets, and may include cognates 
that have experienced semantic shift away from the “common” meaning of the cognate set. For example, the 
Tupinambá exemplification for the dry6 set, tuβɨr means ‘dust’. Note that the numerals following the common 
meaning of the cognate set serve to distinguish cognate sets with the same common meaning.
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flow2 gain sururu (chi) shake2 gain mɨj (tpn)
mourn1 gain apirõ (tpn)

Table 5. Ancestral State Reconstructions: Nuclear TG Subgroup.

Cognate Set Rec. Example Cognate Set Rec. Example
cheek3 gain atɨpɨ (tpn) full5 gain ɨnɨsem (tpn) (sem)
peanut1 gain manduβi (tpn) bury1 gain atɨβ (tpn)

old woman1 gain waiw (kay) breathe1 gain pɨtuʔẽ (tpn)
spirit2 gain aɲaŋ (tpn) say1 gain mombeʔu (tpn)
island1 gain ɨpaʔu� (tpn) sew1 gain mombɨβɨk (tpn)
thing2 gain marã (tpn) stomach8 loss tɨʔa (awe)
tasty1 gain ʔe (tpn) island4 loss ʔapem (kam)
full4 gain ɨnɨsem (tpn) (compound) pot10 loss jaʔapehẽ (kam)

B. Lexical sources

 ●  Aché: Heckart and Hill (2007); Hill (1983); Röβler (2008, p.c.)
 ●  Anambé: Silva Julião (2005)
  ●  Araweté: Solano (2009); Viveiros de Castro (1992)
  ●  Avá-Canoeiro: Borges (2006, 2007)
  ●  Awetí: Corrêa da Silva (2010); Drude (2006, 2008, 2011, p.c.)
 ●  Chiriguano: Dietrich (2007)
 ●  Emerillon: Couchili et al. (2001); Gordon and Rose (2006); Queixalós (2001); Rose  

       (2002), 2003, 2008, 2009, 2011, p.c.)
 ●  Guajá: Cunha (1987); Magalhães (2006, 2007); Nascimento (2008)
 ●  Guarayu: Armoye (2009); Höller (1932)
  ●  Ka’apor: Caldas (2009); Kakumasu and Kakumasu (1988); Lopes (2009)
  ●  Kaiowá: Bridgeman (1961); Cardoso (2008); Harrison and Taylor (1971); Taylor (1984a,b)
  ●  Kamaiurá: Drude (2011); Seki (1982, 1983, 1987, 1990, 2000a,b, 2007, 2010) 
  ●  Kayabí: Borges e Souza (2004); Dobson (1973, 1988, 1997)
  ●  Kokama: Espinosa Pérez (1989); Faust (1959, 1972); Vallejos (2010, p.c.)
  ●  Mawé: Corrêa da Silva (2010); Drude (2006); Franceschini (1999); Meira (p.c.)
  ●  Mbyá: Dooley (2006)
 ●  Ñandeva: Costa (2002, 2007); Dooley (1991)
  ●  Omagua: O’Hagan (p.c.)
  ●  Parakanã: Da Silva (2003)
  ●  Paraguayan Guaraní: Guasch (2003)
  ●  Parintintin: Betts (1981); Pease (1968); Sampaio (1997)
  ●  Pauserna: Von Horn Fitz Gibbon (1955); Riester (1972)
  ●  Siriono: Priest and Priest (1985)
 ●  Tapiete: González (2005, 2008)
  ●  Tapirapé: Almeida et al. (1983); Praça (2007)
  ●  Tembé: Boudin (1978); Meira (p.c.)
  ●  Tocantins Asuriní: Cabral and Rodrigues (2003); Harrison (1963, 1975); Nicholson  

      (1978, 1982)
  ●  Tupinambá: Lemos Barbosa (1951, 1970)
  ●  Wayampí: Grenand (1989); Olson (1978)
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  ●  Xetá: Vasconcelos (2008)
  ●  Xingú Asuriní: Nicholson (1978, 1982); Pereira (2009)
  ● Yuki: Garland (1978); Villafañe (2004)
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Tupí-Guaraní Comparative List meanings

one nape, back of neck food mosquito

two belly button fat, lard gnat

three testicles manioc beer fly

four penis honey sandfly

five vagina salt horsefly

head groin meat tick

brain buttocks corn drink chigger

hair anus saliva flea

face shoulder Mauritia flexuosa cockroach

cheek arm flour, manioc flour grasshopper

mouth elbow sweet potato cricket

tooth hand achiote cicada

lip finger peanut fish

tongue fingernail passion fruit piranha

throat foot sugar cane earthworm

neck heel snake botfly larva

eye toe agouti caterpillar

eyebrow toenail monkey centipede

nose leg howler monkey millipede

ear thigh spider monkey firefly

beard, moustache knee sloth coati

jaw ankle tapir mouse, rat

chin blood jaguar anteater

breast vein, artery paca bat

chest skin bird butterfly

lung bone ant collared peccary

heart corn caiman white-lipped peccary

belly manioc armadillo tail

stomach plantain vulture feather

intestines, guts banana termite horn

kidney pineapple deer egg

liver tobacco spider wing

spleen ají, pepper wasp animal

rib fruit bee domesticated animal, pet

back gourd, pumpkin, squash louse beak

mother yellow sand flute

father yesterday cotton fan

son tomorrow cloud bead
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daughter day thunder broom

husband today sky digging stick

wife long time ago sun paddle

grandchild year moon cloth

grandmother night, evening star garbage

grandfather dawn Pleiades firewood

man morning seed grindstone

woman afternoon stone, rock mortar

old woman later wind pestle

person, human river hill thread

white person, non-Indian water cutbank, cliff, bluff rattle, maraca

young man rain hole rope

young woman lake cooking fire fishing net

boy, male child stream ashes poison

girl, female child shore, bank smoke fish poison

minga, work party forest, jungle sap, resin fish hook

orphan root canoe spear

owner, boss, master tree prow axe

spirit, soul branch hammock bow

friend bark grill, barbeque arrow

companion trunk wall, fence knife

witch, shaman, healer flower door cup

chief, leader leaf house crock, earthenware

red bamboo tambo, shelter pot

ripe grass patio, porch sieve, strainer

white weed beach basket

black vine village thorn

dark land, ground, earth port pain

unripe island path, road work

green shadow, shade swidden amount

blue mud cure, medicine beginning

grue dust wound thing

name poor all to break

story drunk some to split

good naked few, a little to divide, separate

ugly angry, mad first to burst, break open

bad happy no to fish

big, large weak, feeble side to hunt

small strong to go to sweep
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fat hard go! (IMP) to shake

narrow thick to come to rain

skinny, thin round to arrive to flood

dirty straight to leave from to drown

clean right to return to sink

wet left to stop to breathe

dry bent, twisted to stay to yawn

slow far to walk to vomit

fast near, nearby to run to lie (on a surface)

cold open to swim to put

hot wide to float to turn

new painted, spotted to plant to twist

old dull to bury to escape

short sharp to steal to leave

long smooth to hide to enter

heavy murky to cultivate to cough

spicy correct to dig to swallow

sour high up to drip to capture

bitter tall, high to flow, to run off (liquids) to appear

sweet deep to slip to disappear

tasty deaf to sweat to lose way

rotten blind to borrow to get lost

full again to live to help

hungry still to die to fear, be scared

tired also to kill to scare

quiet, calm more to fly to be able to

sick other to climb to bring

lazy many, much to cut (down), fell (tree) to pull

to shoot to call to boil to stretch

to grab to converse to bubble to paddle

to take out, remove to tell (a story) to swell to go upriver

to beat, hit to say to strain to go downriver

to reach to speak (utter words) to mix to go down

to throw (away) to emit noise, sound to draw to be pregnant

to exist to imitate, represent, signal to paint to fall (from a height)

to have to dance to dye to fall (over/down)

to give to wake up to adorn, decorate to give birth to

to get used to to sleep to grow to be born

to lie to, deceive to laugh to heal to breastfeed
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to forget to smile to pass to suck

to know to cry to cross, go across to bite

to look for to mourn to pierce to spit

to look to be sad to sew to blow

to see to be thirsty to weave to wet, dampen

to order, command to defecate to play to dry

to meet, encounter, come 
across, find

to urinate to pour to await

to remember to cook to jump to hurt, wound

to think to eat to push to dock

to want, like, love to drink to rub to attach, adhere,
stick to

to copulate, have sex to drink alcohol to scrape, scratch to join, put together

to believe to roast to grind to tie

to obey to roast fariña to spin thread to untie

to hear to smoke (food) to sit to gather, harvest

to fight to burn to stand (up) to finish

to follow to flame to smell to begin

to respond to light to be odorous (fragrant) to feed, offer food

to sing to shine to be stinky (smell bad) to weed

to ask for to illuminate, shine  light on to squeeze to rest

to ask to fry to tighten to carry
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